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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing has an indispensable role in the modern digital scenario. The fundamental challenge of
cloud systems is to accommodate user requirements which keep on varying. This dynamic cloud
environment demands the necessity of complex algorithms to resolve the trouble of task allotment. The
overall performance of cloud systems is rooted in the efficiency of task scheduling algorithms. The dynamic
property of cloud systems makes it challenging to find an optimal solution satisfying all the evaluation
metrics. The new approach is formulated on the Round Robin and the Shortest Job First algorithms. The
Round Robin method reduces starvation, and the Shortest Job First decreases the average waiting time. In
this work, the advantages of both algorithms are incorporated to improve the makespan of user tasks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Advancement in the field of internet technology generated the computing paradigm called cloud
computing. It blends computer software and infrastructure resources that can be customized
according to user requirements. These resources are accessed depending upon the requirement.
Commercially there exist innumerable service providers. Microsoft Azure, Amazon EC2, Google
App Engine are some of the giant resource providers. They offer a pay-as-you-use model.
Different cloud deployment models based on accessibility and location are private, public,
hybrid, community, and federated. Cloud service models include IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS. A Cloud
computing environment enables users to have good performance per price.
Cloud computing may also refer to the global access of configurable resources whereby users can
access cloud computing services from anywhere using the internet. Attributes of cloud systems
are scalability, accessibility, and flexibility[1]. Self-service provisioning is deployed in this
environment. The salient feature is the provision with which users can demand their required
resources anytime and anywhere. Virtualization techniques are prioritized and employed in cloud
computing.
Task scheduling is the process by which a stream of tasks is assigned to the available resources. It
can influence the resource utilization as well as the processing cost of a cloud system. The
scalability of the cloud environment makes the scheduling process very complex [2]. It is
complex to design an optimal task scheduling algorithm as every client's size and resource
requirements differ. There exist different metrics to evaluate the efficiency of scheduling
algorithms. Some of them are makespan, Waiting time, throughput, resource utilization,
completion time, and energy consumption. The ultimate aim of scheduling is to minimize the
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average waiting time, response time, and execution time, thereby improving system throughput
and quality of service.
Scheduling can be done statically or dynamically. Static scheduling can be applied if the
information of tasks for scheduling is known initially. If not, dynamic scheduling is only
possible. There are heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms available for scheduling. First Come
First Serve(FCFS), Shortest Job First(SJF), and Round Robin(RR) are some of the traditional
algorithms [3] employed for task scheduling in a cloud environment. Each of these methods
hasits pros and cons. This article tries to combine Round Robin and Shortest Job First to lessen
the overall makespan of user-submitted tasks.
The rest of the paper is structured as different sections. Section 2 features a description of related
works. Section 3 introduces the system model, and the proposed method is described in section 4.
Experimental setup and analysis of algorithm evaluation are elaborated in section 5. Finally, in
section 6 conclusion and future scope are explained briefly.

2. RELATED WORK
To increase the performance of cloud systems, researchers have proposed different task
scheduling algorithms. Different metrics used for evaluating the efficiency of algorithms include
makespan, waiting time, throughput, load balancing, resource utilization, energy consumption
response time, and many more. Some of the algorithms are single objective, while others are
multi-objective. This section describes the different scheduling algorithms and their contribution
to system performance.
The article [4] proposed an improved Shortest Job First scheduling for minimizing competition
time and average response time. This method maximizes resource utilization too. They compared
the proposed algorithm with the Shortest Job First and First Come First Served methods. In [5], a
two-stage dynamic cloud task scheduling has been proposed. In this method, by using historical
data of task scheduling VM's are pre-created. Each VM has a different set of resources; when a
new task arrives, the most fitting VM's are allocated, so that time for scheduling is reduced. This
method is compared with min-min and max-min for guarantee ratio, makespan, failure rate, and
utilization rate. The proposed algorithm achieved a lower failure rate, higher utilization rate, and
VM load balancing.
The authors [6] developed an EDA-GA hybrid task scheduling algorithm, and the method used
the estimation of distribution algorithm and genetic algorithm. The advantage of this hybrid
method is fast convergence speed and good ability for searching. This algorithm is compared
with EDA and GA algorithms. The experimental analysis showed that the new method exhibited
more excellent performance for the metrics like task completion time and load balancing. The
article [7] introduced a hybrid bio-inspired task scheduling algorithm. In this work, VM
allocation of the task is done using modified particle swarm optimization and distribution of
resources for the tasks using the hybrid bio-inspired algorithm. The proposed method is
compared with Throttled, RR, ACO, and Exact algorithms. This new method reduced execution
time and increased resource utilization.
This article [8] put forward a many-objective optimization algorithm based on hybrid angles. The
four objectives laid on for performance evaluation are time, cost, resource utilization, and load
balancing. The proposed MaOEA-HA algorithm is compared with NSGAIII, GrEA, KnEA,
VaEA, and Two-Arch2. It is found that this algorithm achieved greater performance compared to
other algorithms. An improved firework algorithm [9] was suggested for task scheduling. The
algorithm experimented with clustering of tasks, completion time, and server load. With the
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increase in the number of tasks, the execution time gets reduced compared to other
algorithms,and also a faster convergence speed is achieved.
The authors implemented the prediction of task computation time [10] in the article. The quality
measures used for performance evaluation are makespan, speedup, and efficiency. Near-optimal
allocation of tasks to processors is achieved in this method. The algorithm is compared with minmin, max-min QoS_guided, and MoM-MoM algorithms. The proposed method achieves the
reduction of makespan and execution time. This article[11] compared two heuristic algorithms
ICPCP and SCS, with two metaheuristic algorithms, particle swarm and CSO. Metrics used for
evaluation are makespan, execution time, and cost for execution. An improved max-min
algorithm is introduced [12] by the authors. With the use of this method, the competition time of
tasks gets reduced. This algorithm is compared with max-min, RR, and min-min algorithms.
According to this strategy, tasks are clustered using some machine learning techniques.
Simulation results showed that processing time gets reduced and QoS gets improved.
In article[13], the authors suggested improving the Cat Swarm Optimization technique by
applying linear descending inertia weight. LDIW enhanced convergence speed and was trapped
in local searching. Experimental results showed significant improvement of makespan. A hybrid
of Best-fit particle swarm optimization and Tabu search algorithm [14] is proposed in this article.
Instead of the random method, the initial population is generated using the best-fit policy. TS
avoids trapping in optimum local search. Metrics used for performance evaluation are execution
time, utilization of resources, and cost. Simulation results exhibited that the proposed method
outperforms the PSO method. The work [15] introduced an algorithm that dynamically schedules
tasks according to their types. This strategy aims to reduce makespan and average waiting time.
This article [16] suggested a combined approach of cuckoo search and oppositional-based
learning. The proposed strategy tried to minimize execution cost and makespan. This method is
compared with particle swarm optimization, genetic algorithm, and improved differential
evolution algorithm. The authors [17] tried to compare the most popular static scheduling
algorithms like First Come First Serve, Max-Min, and Shortest Job First. The CloudSim
simulator is used for studying various metrics like the complexity of algorithms, resource
availability, task execution time, waiting time, and finish time.
The Authors suggested a dynamic particle swarm optimization algorithm in this work [18], and
the work emphasized the utilization of bandwidth and memory. This algorithm is simulated on
Cloudsim and compared with the PSO algorithm. The modified algorithm optimized the
makespan and utilization of bandwidth. This article [19] provided a dynamic scheduling
algorithm that considered the processing power, cost of execution, and the number of tasks
currently running. The proposed algorithm is compared with Round Robin and minimum
completion time algorithms. This strategy includes two versions. In the first version, no new VMs
are created. But for the second version, new VMs are created whenever it is necessary.
The Authors proposed [20] an intelligent algorithm based on Imperialist competitive algorithm
and firefly algorithm. This metaheuristic approach strives to improve makespan, CPU time, and
load-balancing. In this article [21], a hybrid method based on an estimation of distribution
algorithm and genetic algorithm is developed. The sampling and probability model of EDA and
mutation and crossover of GA is incorporated in the new algorithm to find the optimal scheduling
solution of tasks. Simulation results showed that the new algorithm reduced the competition time
and improved the load-balancing. The authors suggested a multi-objective task scheduling
algorithm [22], and the different objectives are load balancing, execution time, and cost. Each
objective is given an equal priority. A rank strategy is applied to improve completion time and
makespan.
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An improved particle swarm optimization is suggested in this article [23]. The disadvantage of
PSO is that as the number of tasks increases, the efficiency decreases. The IPSO algorithm gives
optimum scheduling even for a large number of tasks. The incoming tasks are divided into
batches dynamically. After obtaining a sub-optimal solution for each set, the result is combined
to form the final solution. The authors [24] suggested a pair-based scheduling algorithm based on
the Hungarian algorithm. The utmost aim of this strategy is to reduce layover time. The simulated
algorithm is compared with FCFS, the Hungarian method with lease time, and converse lease
time.
This article [25] compared different task scheduling algorithms based on the parameters like
response time, load-balancing, makespan, etc. This work suggested that existing algorithms may
incorporate more parameters to improve their overall performance. The authors [26] reviewed
many task scheduling algorithms. According to this, an efficient scheduler should consider the
varying nature of the cloud computing environment. This work [27] proposed an enhancement of
the backfilling algorithm. The VIKOR method is used to resolve the conflicts among the same
type of tasks. Experimental results showed an improvement in resource utilization and task
rejection rate.
The authors [28] proposed a combination of a fuzzy model and PSO technique. In this work, the
fuzzy strategy is applied for fitness evaluation, and the disadvantages of PSO are overpowered by
applying crossover and mutation. The simulation indicated that the proposed method reduced
execution time and the degree of imbalance. An online scheduling strategy is used in this work
[29]. According to this method, a set of tasks are assigned to the VM by considering their
processing capacity. Experimental results showed that the proposed strategy improved execution
time, degree of load-balancing, and resource utilization. The article [30] proposed a model for
task scheduling with load balancing. The simulation results manifested that the new model
minimized the makespan and improved resource utilization. A new metaheuristic method is
implemented in this work [31]. By applying the whale optimization technique, the convergence
speed has improved.
Large-scale optimization for cloud workflow scheduling is proposed in this article [32]. A
dynamic group learning methodology is implemented to enhance system balance, and an
effective cost-performance optimization technique is suggested by the authors. A survey [33] of
task scheduling algorithms indicated that an efficient method should reduce makespan, achieve
load balancing and minimize energy consumption. The authors [34] proposed an improved
Round Robin scheduling with varying time quantum. Experimental results showed an efficiency
increase in turnaround and waiting time. The article [35] suggests that the key objective of any
scheduling algorithm is to reduce execution time and thereby increase throughput. In the year
2016, the authors [36] emphasizes the importance of virtualization in cloud systems.
From the analysis of the above review, we deduce that the performance of scheduling algorithms
heavily depends upon the input task size, which is unpredictable in cloud computing scenarios. A
slight reduction in makespan improves overall system efficiency. In the proposed work, we tried
to optimize multiple criteria like response time, context switches, waiting time, and makespan

3. SYSTEM MODEL
Task scheduling plays a crucial role in cloud system performance. Users submit their tasks to the
cloud broker and are mapped onto the appropriate VMs for execution. The mapping is done to
improve the QoS parameters. Fig1 shows the overview of the task scheduling framework. In
cloud systems, task scheduling is done either in a centralized or distributed manner. Users submit
the tasks(T1, T2,…, Tn) to the system, and the tasks are characterized by their input file size and
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output file size and put into a queue. Then the dynamic task scheduler component of the system
calculates the expected completion time and allocates tasks to VMs. Details regarding the
available computing resources are provided by the resource information system. All the required
information regarding the capacity of hosts and virtual machines available in the cloud is stored
and maintained in the resource information system. A host is characterized by storage,
bandwidth, and memory and the resource information system provides the host information to the
dynamic task scheduler for task allocation. It is the responsibility of the dynamic task scheduler
to make decisions regarding scheduling strategy to implement task allocation. This scheduler
schedules tasks dynamically, and the VMs run on the physical hosts.

Fig 1. Task scheduling framework.

In this section, a hybrid Round Robin and the Shortest Job First method is described. The
algorithms are determined based on the burst time requirements of the submitted tasks. In static
Round Robin scheduling, different task attributes do not have any role in the scheduling policy.
The method assigns the task a predefined time slice for execution. If the time- slice is too small,
then the number of context switches is higher, reducing system utilization. At the same time, a
large time slice increases the average waiting time and response time. A dynamic time-slicing
strategy is implemented to improve overall system efficiency.

4. PROPOSED METHOD
A hybrid approach to the task scheduling problem is presented in this section. This method
comprises two parts. Firstly dynamic property is incorporated in the Round Robin algorithm by
varying the time slice. By this, the number of context switches gets reduced.
Steps for dynamic time slicing
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Step1: Calculate the average burst time of tasks in the ready queue.
Step2: Divide the ready queue into multiple queues according to the average value.
Step3: Assign a time slice to each task by considering their burst time requirements.
Step4: Execute tasks on available VMs.
This method is a simple preemptive strategy that significantly reduces the processing overhead
for context switching. Here, the authors are trying to improve the traditional method by
dynamically varying time slices.
Secondly, hybridization of improved Round Robin and Shortest Job First is achieved for reducing
makespan, waiting time, and response time. In the proposed algorithm, TList is the set of tasks
submitted to the cloud system, and VList, the set of available virtual machines created in the host
machines. These two sets are kept sorted in descending order of the processing capacity,
represented in MIPS. Initially, tasks in the TList are assigned to the VM's. In each VM, the
scheduling algorithm selection is made depending on the completion time requirements of tasks.
This process is repeated until TList becomes empty.
Algorithm: Dynamic Task Scheduling Based on Completion Time(DTBCT)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Input: List of tasks (TList), List of virtual machines (VList).
BEGIN
Sort TList and VList in descending order of MIPS.
for each task in TList
do
Bind tasks to VM in sorted order
end for
Calculate the average burst time of tasks in each waiting queue
Schedule tasks using Round Robin with dynamic time slices.
Calculate the completion time for all tasks using Shortest Job First and Round Robin.
Migrate a task to a VM with minimum completion time.
Set scheduler according to the expected completion time
Repeat steps 8 to 12 until TList is empty.
END.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1. Experimental Setup
The CloudSim Toolkit (Simulation platform) is used [37] to evaluate the performance of the
proposed strategy. This software simulates a real-time cloud computing environment. Users can
directly conduct performance testing of different scheduling algorithms in CloudSim. The
infrastructure of cloud systems can be simulated using the datacenter entity in CloudSim, and the
data center comprises one or more hosts. Each of these hosts may be assigned several VMs. The
user tasks are assigned to these VMs. All of these entities are characterized by some parameters.
Table 1 lists the parameters and values used in this simulation environment.
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Table 1. Simulation entity details
Entities
Task

Parameters involved
Number of tasks
Input file size
Output file size
Storage
Bandwidth
RAM
Number of VMs
Policy
Number of PEs
Bandwidth
Number of CPUs
Number of data center
Number of Hosts
VMM
Operating System
System Architecture

Host

VM

Datacenter

Values
10 -1000
500-35000
500-35000
1000000 MB
10000 Megabits/s
2048MB
2-16
Time-shared
1
10000 Megabits/s
2-4
1-4
2-8
Xen
Linux
X86

The metrics used for analyzing the algorithms are makespan, waiting time, response time, and
context switches. Our method was compared with Round Robin, the Shortest Job First, and First
Come First Serve algorithms.

5.2. Number of Context Switches
In the preemptive scheduling strategy, context switching refers to the event by which a task is
moved from the execution state to the ready state. When the number of context switches
increases, the efficiency of the algorithm decreases. In this proposed method, the authors tried to
decrease the number of context switches of the Round Robin algorithm.
RR

RR
DTBCT

6

5

5

4

context switches for VM=4

context switches for VM=2

DTBCT
6

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0
25

50

100 200 500 1000

Number of tasks

0
25

50 100 200 500 1000

Number of tasks

Fig 2. Average number of context switches with VM=2 & VM=4

Fig2 shows the average number of context switches for Round Robin (RR) and Dynamic Task
Scheduling Based on Completion Time (DTBCT). By applying dynamic time-slicing in the
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proposed algorithm, we decreased the number of context switches, and the time for context
switching can be used for productive computations. These algorithms are executed with the
number of tasks 25, 50, 100,200,500, and 1000. For VMs = 2, context switches were reduced
by17%, and for VM=4, the proposed method outperformed by 21%.

5.3. Average Response Time

DTBCT

DTBCT

SJF

SJF

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

100

200

500

1000

Number of tasks

Response time for VM=4

Response time for VM=2

Response time is the duration from task allocation to start execution. This time plays a pivotal
role in user satisfaction. As the task size increases, response time increases for the Shortest Job
First. By the proposed task scheduling algorithm, the average response time is decreased. The
graphs in the following figure show the performances of the proposed method Dynamic Task
Scheduling Based on Completion Time (DTBCT) and Shortest Job First algorithm (SJF).
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Fig 3. Average response time with VM=2 & VM=4

Fig3 illustrates the average response time obtained for the number of virtual machines equal to
two and four. When the number of VMs increased from two to four, the average response time of
both algorithms significantly reduced. Two algorithms have been executing with the number of
tasks 100, 200, 500, and 1000. With the hybridization of two algorithms RR and SJF, in the
proposed method DTBCT, the average response time has been reduced by 15% and 19% for
VMs two and four, respectively.

5.4. Average Waiting Time
Waiting time is the total time the task is spent in the ready queue for execution. The QoS of the
cloud system has improved by reducing the waiting time. Switching between RR and SJF by
considering the task's expected completion time, the proposed method outperforms other
algorithms. The following figures illustrate the performance enhancement of the proposed
strategy.
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Fig 4. Average waiting time with VM=2

Average waiting time

Fig4 illustrates the average waiting time obtained for two virtual machines. The waiting time is
optimal for the Shortest Job First algorithm. But when compared with RR and FCFS, the average
waiting time is less for DTBCT and tending towards the optimum value. The algorithms have
been executing with the number of tasks 100, 200, 500, and 1000. When comparing the
performance, DTBCT is 10% efficient than RR.
FCFS
RR
DTBCT
SJF

1800
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1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
100

200

500

1000

Number of tasks
Fig 5. Average waiting time with VM=4

Fig5 shows the performance of algorithms for the average waiting time obtained for the number
of virtual machines equal to four. The algorithms are executed with the number of tasks 100, 200,
500, and 1000. In terms of efficiency, the average waiting time value for DTBCT is much less
than RR and FCFS. Since the average waiting time for SJF is always a minimum, we tried to
achieve the same in the proposed method. On average, a 9% reduction in waiting time is achieved
for DTBCT when compared with RR.

5.5. Average Makespan
Makespan is a seminal metric to evaluate the performance of scheduling algorithms. It is the time
that elapses from the start execution of a set of tasks to their competition. In the proposed
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method, the makespan is improved by switching between RR and SJF. The new method is
compared with FCFS, RR, and SJF.
FCFS

Average Makespan

RR
12000

DTBCT

9000

SJF

6000
3000
0

100

200
500
Number of tasks

1000

Fig 6. Average Makespan with VM=2

Fig6 demonstrates the comparative performance analysis of algorithms for the average makespan
obtained for two virtual machines. The algorithms are executed with the number of tasks 100,
200, 500, and 1000. As the number of tasks increases, there is a significant decrease in the
makespan for the proposed strategy when compared with other algorithms. For all the sets of
tasks, a decrease in average makespan is achieved for the proposed method DTBCT.
FCFS
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DTBCT
SJF

Average Makespan
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Fig 7. Average Makespan with VM=4

Fig7 shows the comparison of FCFS, RR, and SJF with the proposed method DTBCT for four
VMs. The algorithms are executed with the number of tasks 100, 200, 500, and 1000. As with the
case VM equal to two, there is a relative decrease in the average makespan for the proposed
algorithm. The average makespan is reduced considerably for each set of tasks.
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This section compared and analyzed our proposed algorithm with Round Robin, First Come First
Served, and Shortest Job First methods. From the results, it is evident that the dynamic timeslicing reduced average waiting time and had a significant impact on decreasing makespan. Our
method tried to reduce the number of context switches, average response time, and waiting time,
which in turn decreased the average makespan. While considering the metrics, the proposed
method DTBCT outperformed all algorithms.

6. CONCLUSION
Task Scheduling is becoming a complex activity with the increasing number of cloud system
users day by day. The efficiency, as well as QoS of cloud computing systems, is dependent on the
effectiveness of task scheduling algorithms. The scheduling algorithms enhancing a single metric
is not enough to improve the overall system performance. In this work, a hybrid approach that
improves system efficiency significantly is proposed. This method is compared with the existing
static algorithms like RR, FCFS, and SJF. The proposed method incorporates the merits of RR
and SJF to improve task scheduling in terms of response time and waiting time. Simulation
results showed that the new method outperformed these algorithms in terms of the metrics
average response time, number of context switches, average waiting time, and average makespan.
For the time being, this work considered only four metrics, but in the future more metrics like
task deadline and cost of processing, etc., can also be considered. Further, we intend to shift our
focus to implement the algorithm in a real-time cloud environment.
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